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USA vs IRAN TENSION , WHO IS THE REAL TARGET..?
THE THREAT OF WAR 
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USPA NEWS - “The threat of war“�
US-Iran tension Who is the target ??
The eyes of the world then pile up on Pakistan. Soon the United States is going to send a message to Pakistan saying that it will
shelter the US military in Balochistan against Iran or else Pakistan will be considered against the United States in this war.

A similar message came in the Musharraf era, saying that Pakistan would be our support against Afghanistan, otherwise Pakistan
would be considered against the United States in this war.
Musharraf without any debate, without any conditions, called the United States Welcome, which was disturbed because the real target
of the US was Pakistan.
Then what happened is in front of you all

The game was saying that Pakistan would never believe and we would leave Afghanistan and attack Pakistan

Why is India's best friend and business partner India even completely silent?

While India has been championing America for 24 hours I mean TC and know America as my master.
So where does India stand in this whole scenario?

Why Saudi Arabia is silent on the US combat fleet's progress toward Iran
Whereas Saudi and Iran are the main enemies of each other?
Where will Saudi Arabia stand in this war?

Israel, on the other hand, is blocking the United States from direct war with Iran and urging it to fight Saudi Arabia with Iran?

There is also a debate as to who should take the front in the event of a US-Iran war?
Saudi Arabia, Iraq
Or
Balochistan, Pakistan

Because of Iran's large and secure borders, they are shared with countries

There is also a debate as to who will be harmed and who will benefit from this war
Of course, the one who stands with the United States will benefit, he will make good dollars
As Pakistan says
US has long been taking advantage of this facility in the Afghan war and has been receiving billions of dollars annually as aid.

Well we are also forgetting that while the major borders of Pakistan and Iraq are connected with Iran, Turkey's border with Iran is also
connected.

Namely toast in the story

The United States and Turkey are also considered as major rivals
So is this scandal being made for Turkey?

Because all the 100-year sanctions on Turkey are going to end in 2023, the progress that Turkey has made during the 100-year
sanctions is admirable.



Now the question also arises, where will Turkey stand in this war?

Welcome back

Turkey is far away, 50% of Iran has to be conquered to enter Turkey and to conquer Iran, Pakistan has to join this fight and Pakistan
and Iran border is located in Balochistan and Balochistan is becoming a pack! Chat Lounge
China
China comes to our mind as we take the name of C-Pack because with the help of China, C-Pack is on the rise. Now the world can say
anything. Where is the brave digesting?

So where will China stand in this stretch, China will never allow the US to step into Balochistan because China has invested billions of
rupees on Gwadar port and unfortunately it is saying that the border with Iran on the Gwadar water route is 1 hour. That is, Gwadar is
the border with Iran all over Balochistan
And also a very suitable place for war

That is, if Iran and the United States go to war, the US will step into Balochistan, then our pack will be dug for 30/40 years.
Now I remember a man Mujahid General Hameed Gul Rah said before he died saying that the day the United States invaded Iran, he
would come and urinate at my grave.

To me, General Hameed Gul's point is even more important today because he said that the US target is not Afghanistan or Iran,
Pakistan's development and nuclear assets which are disturbing to the US.

And the news of oil and gas reserves was very hot from the previous days, then suddenly it was announced that no oil reserves were
found, while the headline of 3 days ago was to say drilling to check the amount of full oil reserves. Start the process?

 1. Exxon Mobil Drilling
2. Pressure Kick Meet
3. Drilling completed
4 - Begin the process of measuring the volume of the reservoir
5. Immediately take the drilling site to the Navy's security base
6. Drilling off
7. US Iran Tensions
8. Drilling site just 300km from the Iranian border
9 Declassifying the open sea as an area
10. Chief of the Navy to meet Imran Khan

Of course, the issue is security risk
Iran-India alliance is in front of everyone. Now how will the United States want to say that the oil comes out of Pakistan because the
only nuclear power in the region is Pakistan and if the oil comes out then we will become the economic power. And America's path will
be closed.

So the whole thing is to say that deep is being bothered around Pakistan
The time of trial is for the Pakistani nation to stand with its army
In the name of Allah, stay
2
By sharing in at least five groups, it is your first responsibility to go viral. You have to do something for Pakistan. You are the Army of
Pakistan. At the moment, Pakistan is suffering from severe financial crisis. Û”
Let us put our hands in the pledge that we will fight together with Pakistan and its loved ones till death.
Pakistan is alive
Plz share this post
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